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Abstract
A function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} is a Roman dominating function for a graph G = (V ,E) if for every vertex v with f (v) = 0,
there exists a vertex w ∈ N(v) with f (w)= 2. Emperor Constantine had the requirement that an army or legion could be sent from
its home to defend a neighboring location only if there was a second army which would stay and protect the home. Thus, there
are two types of armies, stationary and traveling. Each vertex with no army must have a neighboring vertex with a traveling army.
Stationary armies then dominate their own vertices, and a vertex with two armies is dominated by its stationary army, and its open
neighborhood is dominated by the traveling army. In this paper, we introduce Roman dominating inﬂuence parameters in which the
interest is in dominating each vertex exactly once.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A recent article in Scientiﬁc Americansuggested a new variant of domination; see [22]. A few lesser known articles
by ReVelle [17,18] in the Johns Hopkins Magazine suggested Roman domination a few years earlier. Since then, there
have been several articles on Roman domination [6–9,13–15,19] as well as several others. Emperor Constantine had
the requirement that an army or legion could be sent from its home to defend a neighboring location only if there was
a second army which would stay and protect the home. Thus, there are two types of armies, stationary and traveling.
Each vertex with no army must have a neighboring vertex with a traveling army. Stationary armies then dominate their
own vertices, and a vertex with two armies is dominated by its stationary army, and its open neighborhood is dominated
by the traveling army.
We consider only ﬁnite simple undirected graphs G = (V ,E) with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). The open
neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is deﬁned as N(v)= {u ∈ V (G)|uv ∈ E(G)}, the set of all vertices adjacent to v.
The closed neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is deﬁned as N [v] = {v} ∪ N(v). A Roman dominating function on a
graphG is a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} which satisﬁes the property that whenever f (v)=0, there exists a u ∈ N(v)
for which f (u) = 2. The weight of f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} is wgt(f ) =∑v∈V (G)f (v). The minimum possible weight
of a Roman dominating function is called the Roman domination number of G and is denoted by R(G). Cockayne
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Fig. 1. The Roman Empire.
et al. [7], represented Roman dominating functions by three sets: V0 is the set of vertices which receive no legions, V1
is the set of vertices which receive precisely one legion, and V2 is the set of vertices which receive two legions.
For example, in the Roman Empire graph in Fig. 1, V0 = {Gaul, Iberia, North Africa, Egypt, Constantinople}, V1 =
{Britain, Asia Minor}, and V2 = {Rome}. ReVelle [17,18] gave several alternate solutions for the Roman Empire, for
example, let h(Iberia) = h(Egypt) = 2 and h(v) = 0 otherwise. For the assignments of legions illustrated in Fig. 1,
the three stationary armies uniquely protect their home locations, and the one traveling army uniquely protects the
remaining ﬁve locations. For assignment h both Rome and North Africa illustrate redundancy in that each is protected
by two traveling armies. In this paper we deﬁne the Roman inﬂuence of f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} which is a measure of
how much domination f does, and we introduce the study of the associated Roman efﬁciency and Roman redundance
parameters.
2. Inﬂuence parameters
For a graph G = (V ,E) a vertex v is said to dominate each vertex in its closed neighborhood N [v] (which includes
itself), and S ⊆ V (G) is a dominating set if ⋃s∈SN [s] = V (G), that is, if every vertex in V (G) is dominated by at
least one vertex in S. A dominating set S of a graph G with the smallest cardinality is called a minimum dominating set
and its size, the domination number, is denoted by (G). A set S is a 2-packing if for any u and v in S, we have distance
dist(u, v)> 2, or equivalently, if |N [v] ∩ S|1 for all v ∈ V (G).
Bange et al. [1,3] introduced the following efﬁciency measure for a graph G. The efﬁcient domination number of
a graph, denoted by F(G), is the maximum number of vertices that can be dominated by a set S that dominates each
vertex at most once. A vertex v of degree deg(v) = |N(v)| dominates |N [v]| = 1 + deg(v) vertices. Grinstead and
Slater [12] deﬁned the inﬂuence of a set of vertices S to be I (S) =∑s∈S(1 + deg(v)), the total amount of domination
being done by S. Because S does not dominate any vertex more than once if and only if any two vertices in S are at
distance at least three (that is, S is a 2-packing), we have F(G) = max{I (S) : S is a 2-packing}. On the other hand,
if every vertex must be dominated at least once, the redundance R(G) deﬁned in [12] equals the minimum possible
amount of domination possible, R(G) = min{I (S) : S is a dominating set}. For every graph G of order n = |V (G)|,
we have F(G)nR(G), and F(G) = n if and only if R(G) = n. A set S is an efﬁcient dominating set if and
only if |N [v] ∩ S| = 1 for all vertices v ∈ V (G), or equivalently, S is an efﬁcient dominating set if and only if S
is a 2-packing with I (S) = n = F(G). A graph G of order n = |V (G)| has an efﬁcient dominating set if and only
if F(G) = n.
There are several ways to extend the ideas of efﬁciency/redundancy to Roman domination (see Section 3). In general,
following [20], a (j, k)-packing is a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, . . . , j} with f (N [v])k for all v ∈ V (G). Thus, a
2-packing is a (1, 1)-packing, and in particular, a (2, 2)-packing is a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} with f (N [v])2
for all v ∈ V (G).
Each stationary army stationed at a vertex u dominates only {u}. A traveling army stationed at a vertex v dominates
only its neighbors, N(v), and it has inﬂuence deg(v). Any vertex with a traveling army necessarily has a stationary
army stationed at v, thus, for a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2}, we deﬁne the Roman inﬂuence of f, denoted by IR(f ),
to be IR(f ) = (|V1| + |V2|) +∑v∈V2 deg(v).
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Fig. 2. The graph T 1 and an FR-function with V1 = ∅.
We deﬁne the efﬁcient Roman domination number of G, denoted by FR(G) to be the maximum of IR(f ) such that f is
a (2, 2)-packing. That is,FR(G)=max{IR(f ) : f is a (2, 2)-packing}.A (2, 2)-packing f withFR(G)=IR(f ) is called
an FR(G)-function. Graph G will be said to be efﬁciently Roman dominatable if FR(G)= n, and when FR(G)= n an
FR(G)-function is called an efﬁcient Roman dominating function. Although we do not study it here, for completeness
we deﬁne the lower efﬁcient Roman domination number, LFR(G) = min{IR(f ) : f is a maximal (2, 2)-packing}.
We deﬁne next the concept of a Roman-minimal dominating function. A Roman dominating function f : V (G) →
{0, 1, 2} is Roman-minimal if the following two conditions hold:
(i) v ∈ V2 ⇒ N(v) ⊆ V0 ∪ V2 and ∃ x ∈ N(v) ∩ V0
such that N(x) ∩ V2 = {v}, and
(ii) v ∈ V1 ⇒ |N(v) ∩ V1|1.
Note that v ∈ V1 implies that N(v) ∩ V2 = ∅ by (i). Note that, by condition (i), if f is a minimal Roman dominating
function with v ∈ V2, and we let g be the function with g(w)= f (w) for w = v and g(v)<f (v), then g is not Roman
dominating.Also, considering condition (ii), if f is a minimal Roman dominating function with v ∈ V1 and if v has two
neighbors x, y ∈ V1, and we let g be the function with g(w) = f (w) for w /∈ {v, x, y}, g(x) = g(y) = 0 and g(v) = 2,
then g is Roman dominating, but wgt(g) = wgt(f ) − 1. In particular, every minimum weight Roman dominating
function f (that is, every R(G)-function f) satisﬁes (i) and (ii). Note that for any graph with maximum degree(G)2,
the constant function assigning 1 to each vertex is not Roman-minimal.
The Roman redundance number of G is RR(G) = min{IR(f ) : f is a Roman-minimal dominating function}. The
upper Roman redundance number of G is URR(G) = max{IR(f ) : f is a Roman-minimal dominating function}.
Lemma 2.1. For every graph G of order n = |V (G)|, we have FR(G)nRR(G).
We next show that, in fact, we always have FR(G) = F(G), however, not every FR(G)-function is simply twice an
F(G)-function. In Fig. 2, we depict anFR(T 1)-function where V1 = ∅.We haveFR(T 1)=F(T 1)=8< 10=|V (T 1)|.
We then show that if G is connected on n3 vertices and F(G) = FR(G) = |V (G)|, then every efﬁcient Roman
dominating function is simply twice an F(G)-function.
Theorem 2.2. For every graph G, we have FR(G) = F(G).
Proof. Let S be a 2-packing with I (S) =⋃s∈S |N [s]| = F(G). Deﬁne f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} by letting f (v) = 1 if
v ∈ S and deg(v)=0, f (v)=2 if v ∈ S and deg(v)1 and f (v)=0 otherwise. Because S is a 2-packing, if v ∈ S and
v = w with dist(v,w)2, then f (w)=0, and so f (N [v])f (v)2.Also if v /∈ S (thus f (v)=0), then |N [v]∩S|1,
so f (N [v])2. It follows that f is a (2, 2)-packing of G and that IR(f ) =∑v∈S(1 + deg(v)) = |
⋃
s∈SN [s]| = F(G).
Hence, FR(G)F(G). 
To see that FR(G)F(G), let f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} be a (2, 2)-packing with FR(G) = IR(f ), and construct a
2-packing S ⊆ V (G) as follows. If v ∈ V2(f ), then let v ∈ S, and if v ∈ V0(f ), then v /∈ S. Thus, we will have
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Fig. 3. A graph with RR = n but with FR <n.
V2(f ) ⊆ S ⊆ V2(f ) ∪ V1(f ). Obviously, if v and w are in V1(f ) and dist(v,w)2 then at most one of v and w will
be in S. Start with W = V1(f ), and iterate the following for as long as W = ∅. Select x ∈ W and let x ∈ S, and delete
from W x and all vertices w such that dist(x,w)2. To see that |N [x]| is at least as large as the number of vertices
removed from W in this iteration, note that f is a (2, 2)-packing implies that |N(x)∩W |1 and if y ∈ N(x)∩W then
N [y] ∩W ={x, y}. Also, if u ∈ W and dist(x, u)= 2 there is a vertex u′ ∈ N(u)∩N(x) and N [u′] ∩W ={x, u}. That
is, for each vertex removed fromW there is a distinct vertex in N [x]. It follows, when W =∅, that |⋃s∈SN [s]|IR(f ).
Hence,FR(G)F(G).
Theorem 2.3. If G is connected of order n3 and FR(G) = n, then every efﬁcient Roman dominating function f has
V1 = ∅.
Proof. Assume f is a (2, 2)-packing with IR(f ) = n. Note that since IR(f ) = n, for any v ∈ V0, there exists exactly
one vertex z ∈ N(v) with f (z)= 2. Suppose V1 is nonempty. Let f (v)= 1 and w ∈ N(v). Then f (N [w])2 implies
that f (w)1. But, f (w) = 0 would imply that some x ∈ N(w) has f (x) = 2, making f (N [w])3, a contradiction.
It follows that if v ∈ V1, then N [v] ⊆ V1, and similarly N [w] ⊆ V1. But connectivity and n3 implies deg(v)2 or
deg(w)2, a contradiction. Thus, V1 = ∅. 
For the double star T 2 (with k2) in Fig. 3, let g(u0) = 2 and g(w) = 0 otherwise, and then we have FR(G)k +
2 = IR(g). If we have f (u0) = 2, f (v1) = f (v2) = · · · = f (vk) = 1, then f is a Roman-minimal dominating function
with RR(G)IR(f ) = 2k + 2. In turns out that the function g deﬁned above is an FR-function, and the function f
deﬁned above is an RR-function, thus, for T 2, we have FR(T 2) = k + 2<n = 2k + 2 = RR(T 2).
Theorem 2.4. FR(G) = |V (G)| implies that RR(G) = |V (G)|, and the implication may not be reversed.
Proof. If FR(G)=n, then F(G)=n and there is a 2-packing S ⊂ V (G) that dominates each vertex of G exactly once.
Deﬁne f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} with f (v) = 0 if v /∈ S, f (v) = 1 if v ∈ S with deg(v) = 0, and f (v) = 2 if v ∈ S and
deg(v)1. It is easy to see that f is a Roman-minimal dominating function and that IR(f )=n. To see that the converse
is false, note that in Fig. 3, we have a tree with RR(T 2) = n, however FR(T 2)<n. 
Figs. 4 and 5 show, respectively, graphs with RR(G)<R(G) and RR(G) = R(G).
Theorem 2.5. For every graph G, we have RR(G)R(G).
Proof. Let D ⊆ V (G) be a dominating set with minimum redundance I (D) = R(G). Deﬁne f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2}
with f (v) = 0 if v /∈D, f (v) = 2 if v ∈ D and there is a w ∈ N(v) such that N [w] ∩ D = {v} (that is, v is the sole
dominator of a private neighbor w ∈ N(v)), and f (v) = 1 otherwise.
Note that, because I (D) is the minimum possible inﬂuence of a dominating set, D must be a minimal dominating
set. Hence, if u and v are adjacent vertices in D, then each of u and v has a private neighbor in its open neighborhood.
It follows that f (v) = 2 implies that v has a private neighbor w ∈ N(v) and that if x ∈ N(v) then f (x) = 1. Also,
if f (v) = 1, then v must be its own private neighbor. In particular, N(v) ∩ V1(f ) = ∅. Thus, f is a Roman-minimal
dominating function. Observing that RR(G)IR(f )=I (D)−∑v∈V1(f ) deg(v)I (D), we have RR(G)R(G). 
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Fig. 4. A graph of order n = 10 with RR = 11<R = 12.
Fig. 5. A graph of order n = 11 with RR = R = 12 = n + 1.
As a consequence of a result in Goddard et al. [11], for every tree of order n2 we haveRR(T )R(T )(3/2)n−1.
Before proving the next theorem,which considerably strengthens this result forRR(T ), we need the followingdeﬁnitions
and notation. For r1, the open r-neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V (T ), denoted by Nr(v), is the set of vertices in V (T )
different from v whose distance from v is at most r. That is, Nr(v) = {w ∈ V (T ) − {v} : dist(v,w)r}. We call the
boundary of the open r-neighborhood of v, denoted as Nr(v), to be the set of vertices in V (T ) whose distance from v
is exactly r. That is, Nr(v)= {w ∈ V (T ) : dist(v,w)= r}. Note that v /∈Nr(v), Nr(v) ⊆ Nr(v) if r1, N0(v)= ∅,
N0(v) = {v}, and N1(v) = N(v) = N1(v).
Theorem 2.6. For every tree T of order n, we have RR(T ) = n.
Proof. If |V (T )| = 1, let f (v) = 1. If T is a star K1,n−1 with vertex v of degree n − 1, let f (v) = 2 and f (w) = 0 for
all w = v. Clearly RR(T ) = IR(f ) = n. So we canassume |V (T )| = n4 and T has diameter diam(T )3.
Select a vertex v ∈ V (T ) and root the tree at v. We deﬁne f : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} as follows. We will have the
following: if f (x) = 2, then N(x) ⊆ V0(f ) and N2(x) ⊆ V0(f ) ∪ V1(f ) (that is, V2(f ) will be a 2-packing),
and if x ∈ V1(f ), then x is an endpoint whose parent is in V0(f ). In particular, f will be a Roman-minimal
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Fig. 6. A Roman-minimal dominating function of a rooted tree.
dominating function with IR(f ) = n. The value of f (x) for each x ∈ Nk(v) will be deﬁned before f (y) for any
y ∈ Nk+1(y). 
For the root vertex v, let f (v) = 2. Assume f : N0(v) ∪ N1(v) ∪ · · · ∪ Nk(v) → {0, 1, 2} has been deﬁned
and deﬁne f on Nk+1(v) as follows. If x ∈ Nk(v) and f (x) = 2, then for each child y of x let f (y) = 0. Assuming
x ∈ Nk(v) with f (x) = 0, let z be the parent of x. If f (z) = 2, for each child y of x let f (y) = 1 if y is an endpoint of
T and f (y) = 0 otherwise. If f (x) = f (z) = 0, select one child y∗ of x and let f (y∗) = 2, and for every other child y
of x let f (y) = 1 if y is an endpoint of T and f (y) = 0 otherwise. (See Fig. 6.)
As stated, f is a Roman-minimal dominating function, and it is easy to see that IR(f )=n. Hence,RR(T )=IR(f )=n.
3. Related parameters
Returning to the distribution of Roman legions illustrated in Fig. 1, we have only one traveling legion, which is
stationed in Rome, so for each location without a stationary legion the traveling legion from Rome is the unique legion
to respond to an attack. Contrasted to this was the assignment h, with h(Iberia)=h(Egypt)=2 and h(v)=0 otherwise,
for a total of four legions. Assignment h provides that either of the two traveling legions could respond to Rome or
North Africa. Note that if we have the assignment j, with j (Iberia) = j (Asia Minor) = 2 and j (x) = 0 for all other
locations x, then we have a third Roman dominating function of weight four. Note that for assignment j each of Britain,
Gaul, Rome, and North Africa is uniquely protected by the traveling legion in Iberia, and each of Constantinople and
Egypt is uniquely protected from the traveling legion in Asian Minor.
We deﬁne a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} to be a unique response Roman function if x ∈ V0 implies |N(x)∩V2|1
and x ∈ V1 ∪ V2 implies that |N(x) ∩ V2| = 0, and f is a unique response Roman dominating function if it is a unique
response Roman function and a Roman dominating function. The unique response Roman domination number of G,
denoted byURRD(G), is the minimum weight of a unique response Roman dominating function, aURRD(G)-function.
The parameter URRD has yet to be studied.
As noted, concepts related to Roman domination can be deﬁned in a variety of ways. For example, we can deﬁne a
Roman dominating function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} to be strongly Roman-minimal if it is Roman-minimal and condition
(ii) is strengthened to (ii∗) for all v ∈ V0 ∪V1, we have |N [v]∩V1|2. The strong Roman redundance parameter SRR
deﬁned by SRR(G) = min{IR(f ) : f is a strongly Roman-minimal dominating function} is under study.
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